FAVORS
be part of the art

Artist Priscilla Stadler challenges the people of Queens and beyond to defy the stereotype of the cut-throat, egotist New Yorker by doing FAVORS for friends, family and strangers in April, 2013.

Whether you do a favor, someone does you a favor, or you witness a favor being done, tell us WHO, WHAT, WHERE and WHEN and we’ll add your FAVOR to the online Map of FAVORS. Find out more about the project: favorscommunity.wordpress.com

Doing FAVORS is especially encouraged in Queens, but all favors everywhere are welcome. Let us know via:

- facebook.com/FAVORS
- @doingFAVORS or #doingFAVORS – Twitter, Instagram
- doingfavors.tumblr.com
- doingFAVORS@gmail.com
- text or call 646-543-4715
- write: FAVORS c/o Priscilla Studio, 44-02 23rd St., #421 Long Island City, NY 11101

Guidelines: A FAVOR is an individual act of kindness for another person. It should take less than 3 hours including travel time, and should not involve money or coercion. And yes, it must be legal!

Sponsored in part by the Queens Council on the Arts with public funds from the New York City Department of Cultural Affairs in partnership with the City Council.